Yoshida Trail
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Please refer to the
yellow arrows while walking.

The ascending route
is marked in yellow.
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＊Note:
Red Signs do not
apply to the Yoshida
Trail.
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At the junction located above
Gansomuro turn right. (Refer to back)

（御来光館）

Kami Edoya

Original 8th Sta. Tomoe-kan

（上江戸屋）

（本八合目トモエ館）

Shita Edoya

3,400m

（富士山ホテル）

（下江戸屋）

Descending route:
Approx. 120 min
from Original 8th
Sta. to the 6th Sta.
Safety Guidance
Center

（元祖室）
（白雲荘）
（蓬莱館）

8th Sta. First Aid

Emergency Refuge

（東洋館）

7/14〜7/16
7/20〜8/27

（太子館）

3,100m

（鳥居荘）

There are signposts
on the corners of the
descending route.
The numbers shown
on the right of the
signposts represent
the approximate
times for descent.

（富士一館）
（鎌岩館）7/14〜7/16

7/ 1〜9/11

7/21〜8/26

7th Sta. First Aid

（七合目トモエ館）
（日の出館）
（花小屋）

7th Sta. Public Toilet
The toilet at the 7th Sta.
is often crowded. Please
note that toilets are also
available at the 6th Sta.,
approx. 30 min. away

7/ 1〜9/11

Mt. Fuji Safety Guidance Center
(the 6th Sta.) TEL:0555-24-6223
7/ 1〜9/11

Mt. Fuji 5th Station General
Management Center
TEL:0555-72-1477

（里見平★星観荘）
（佐藤小屋）

5th Sta. First Aid
7/ 1〜9/11

Trail

Trail
* There are NO huts on the descending trail.
* It takes 90 min(approx) to walk around the summit.
* Approx. times do not included intermissions.

From theYosida-guchi 5th Sta.
and the Fuji Subaru Line 5th
Sta. to the summit are available
24 hours.

● Do not walk outside the trail.
● Watch out for falling rocks and lightning.
● Stay in the center of the trails.
● Absolutely no throwing stones.
● Let's Wear a helmet.

Emergency
phone number

0555-72-1477

For urgent disaster information please check

The ascending route is marked in yellow

“FM Fujigoko”

＊Red Signs do not apply to the Yoshida Trail.
Issued by: Mt. Fuji Environmental Preservation Council Mt. Fuji Safety Guidance Center Operating Council (Oﬃce: Fujiyoshida City Hall, Mt. Fuji Section) 2018.06

Welcome to Mt. Fuji, a World Heritage site.
To ensure a wonderful summer memory of your visit,
please climb safely.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Temperature and weather conditions on the mountain are prone to rapidly change. Bring
both rain and cold weather gear, and avoid climbing in casual clothing.
Follow the designated hiking routes. Straying from the paths and taking rests is extremely
dangerous. Straying hikers can become lost or cause falling rocks.
Do not continue hiking if you feel any symptoms of altitude sickness (such as headaches or nausea).
If you are climbing with a group, be careful not to become separated.
Only rest in areas that are safe. Do not rest where there is are “caution for falling rocks”
warnings or in areas where the path is narrow.
If the sky shows signs of lightning, take refuge in one of the mountain huts and wait until the
storm passes before continuing your hike.
On the descending route, there are no mountain huts after the Yoshida Trail/Subashiri Trail
junction.
Ensure that you carry adequate drinking water for the descent.
Mt. Fuji Preservation Cooperation fee collection is carried out in front of the 5th Station
General Management Center, and near the 6th Station Safety Guidance Center, and at the
Fuji Hokuroku Parking Lot.
Take your trash with you when you leave.
Let's wear a helmet in case of falls, falling rocks and sudden eruptions.

●
●
★ Mt. Fuji is an active volcano. If the eruption alert level is raised while you are going up or down the
mountain, start your descent at once. If by any chance an eruption occurs, immediately find refuge in
places such as a nearby mountain hut or hiding place and act according to the instructions of officials.

Helmets can be borrowed at the 6th sta. Safety Guidance Center (limited numbers)
Deposit : ¥2,000 ▶ Misssing or damaged helmets will forfeit the deposit.

◎Use of the 7th Station and mountain hut toilets along Yoshida
descending route.
＊During descent, toilets are located at the summit, Original 8th Station Fujisan Hotel, 7th
Station (public toilet), and Mt. Fuji Safety Guidance Center (6th Station).
＊Toilet upkeep is not included in the general budget for the maintenance of Mt.Fuji. Toilets
are operated out of the goodwill of those involved. When using these toilets,
please pay
200 yen.
＊Be respectful and sanitary when using the toilets. The Yoshida Trail toilet is open 24 hours.

◎The descending route
is currently closed.
＊When there is a large

amount of non-melted
snow, and also during the
period of mountain
closure on the Shizuoka
Prefecture side, the
descending route (from
the summit to areas
around the 8th Station)
will be closed. When
descending Mt. Fuji
follow the ascending
route and use the right
junction.

Junction

(Above Gansomuro)

×Ascending

Descending

It may be hard to find the signboard by fog. Please be careful.

